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Executive Summary: 
Trees have been a priority of BCR NP ever since its inception; some of our earliest grants 
were tree related, including one to replace 70 stumps identified from a volunteer survey. 
We ask BCR NP to continue to prioritise trees and request that the Assistant Mayor assists 
us with strategic Council related issues e.g. treating trees as capital assets. Detailed actions 
are bullet pointed in this strategy. We also welcome other suggestions. 
 
This proposed strategy for BCR’s trees builds on work initiated in 2010 by the Council and 
BCR’s tree group. It details a 10 to 15 year plan of activity and investment necessary to lift 
BCR tree canopy from 13% to 14.2% and towards a long term goal of achieving 18% cover.  
 
Canopy cover increase is an objective for many cities across the world aiming to mitigate the 
effects of climate change. A study by Manchester University modelling UK cities, 
recommends a target of 30% cover to mitigate the heat island effects of climate change.  
 
For BCR we are broadly recommending fruit trees for gardens, parks and allotments where 
small trees are best, with some larger, high-biodiversity trees where appropriate. For street 
trees and secondary schools, the choice of tree is site dependant.  
 
This plan estimates a need for £7,250/annum (from public, developer and private sources) 
to maintain the current canopy and another £29,500/annum (also from a variety of sources 
including sponsorship and legacies) to increase the canopy in line with the long term target. 
Additionally we need the Council to improve its policies and approach to tree management.  
A key change of policy that is needed is to consider trees as capital assets so that trees are 
only removed when there is provision for replacement.  We ask the council to better engage 
with residents and community, in particularly concerning notification of major tree works 
and considering alternatives to felling, which is always the cheapest management option for 
any tree but delivers the least benefit. 
 
Definitions: 
BCC – Bristol City Council 
BCR (NP) – Bishopston, Cotham and Redland (Neighbourhood Partnership). 
Canopy – The land area shaded by a tree when the sun is vertical (or from an aerial 
photograph). For new trees the canopy is calculated according to estimates of mature size 
(so canopy potential). Canopy is a good correlate of quantifiable tree benefits, and so is a 
useful first level measure. 
BCS9 – A policy within Bristol’s Development Plan (Core Strategy) that includes tree issues.   
CIL – Community Infrastructure Levy on developers, a % of which is available to NPs. 
Hectare – a land area of 100m x 100m. 100 hectares make 1sqkm. 
iTree – a methodology which aims to value a tree’s worth in pollution reduction, flood 
mitigation, CO2 sequestration, heat island reduction and visual amenity. It disregards 
economic benefits of having more attractive high streets and streets and also overlooks 
reduction in air-conditioning costs in shops, offices and cars leaving car parks shaded by 
trees. The latter may be worth more than the public benefits. 
S106 – Section 106 levy from developments with felled trees; specifically for tree planting. 
RCAS – Redland and Cotham Amenities Society. 
Tree Pit – A purpose built hole with root deflection and stays to ensure a new tree grows 
quickly and healthily and its roots will not disturb pavements or services. The Gloucester Rd, 
Promenade has 10 purpose built pits.  
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Background: 
Since the massive death toll from the heat waves of 2003, many academic studies have 
highlighted the benefits of trees. A complete list is available on the Bristol TreeForum 
website (30 plus separate papers - http://www.euronova.co.uk/BenefitsOfTreesInUrbanEnvironments.htm )  
The benefit headings are as follows: 
 

1. Visual amenity (including improved well-being, mental health and reduced crime 
levels). 

2. Climate change resilience, including reduction of the urban heat island effect (and 
associated deaths).  

3. Reduction of rainwater run off (less surface water flooding and reduced pollution 
into the rivers and seas). 

4. Reduction in air pollution (particularly diesel particulates). 
5. Increased bio-diversity. 
6. Increased food provision (fruit production and pollinator numbers). 
7. Quantifying economic benefits to high streets and home owners.  

 
Attributing monetary value to these benefits is currently ongoing, however an 
approximation of £1/year/m2 of canopy can be used as a general “rule of thumb”. Bristol’s 
canopy is approximately 14km2 and so could be estimated to provide a financial benefit of 
£14m/year, which correlates with iTree and visual amenity estimates from more detailed 
studies elsewhere. A large tree in a car park in a city centre brings a proportionately greater 
benefit. Interestingly, the produce of a mature fruit tree would equate to £1/m2 of canopy.  
Species mix is important and will be discussed later. 
 
BCR NP area is 4.5km2 (450 hectares) and tree cover is currently about 59 hectares of that. 
 
In 2010, RCAS did a detailed tree survey covering 45% of the conservation area (Appendix 1, 
approx. 45 hectares), and Bristol City Council (BCC) undertook an aerial survey of tree cover 
in 2011. This enabled us to assess the situation regarding canopy. This showed key areas 
being gardens, streets and car parks, parks, allotments and school grounds, and below you 
will see strategies for each of these sectors. The tree canopy identified in the RCAS survey 
came to 14% which compares with the 14.5% that BCC identified for Redland plus Cotham. 
(Bishopston is just 10%; Bristol’s average is 12.4%).  

• It is recommended that BCC undertake aerial photograph analysis every 10 years. 
 
BCR NP agreed its first Tree Strategy in June 2011 (Appendix 2).  The paper highlighted the 
benefits of trees and set a long term goal of 18% tree canopy (currently 13%), it noted that 
potential detriments such as leaf litter, subsidence and low level growth, can be managed, 
and that the benefits of trees outweigh the costs of their management by a factor of three 
or more (revised studies now indicate six or more).  
 
Since 2011 BCR NP has continued to invest in tree replacement (streets and parks), has 
supported a small garden tree scheme, funded some new-site plantings (Gloucester Rd and 
Horfield Common) and robustly commented on planning applications if felling is proposed. 
BUT this is just replacement in the public realm and with the continued loss of garden trees 
it is thought the overall BCR canopy is decreasing albeit at a lesser rate than it would 
without the efforts of the NP and other local groups like RCAS and Bishopston Society.  
 

http://www.euronova.co.uk/BenefitsOfTreesInUrbanEnvironments.htm
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Since April 2014, BCC is not funding tree replacements. And the Mayor’s PiPs scheme has 
little impact in our NP apart from the “take home a fruit tree” initiative. The following are 
potential sources of funding for tree planting in our area: Well-being money, S106 for trees, 
CIL, public and community group donations, grants and business sponsorship.  The source 
with greatest potential is business sponsorship and it appears that BCC has finally taken the 
initiative to investigate a proper fund raising body to support this. However, there is a need 
to improve BCC management policies further, so this can be more effective and truly engage 
with the TreeForum and community groups in a way officers (and possibly Councillors) do 
not (or cannot) do at present (Council actions to be listed in Appendix 3).   
 
It is also considered that where a property owner gains from having trees in their street it is 
right that they should contribute towards their cost. 
 
Proposed actions by land type: 
1) Garden trees. Gardens made up 35% of the RCAS surveyed area and had an approximate 
tree cover of 13%. We fear that the tree cover is declining due to the combined pressures of 
front and back garden development, insurers (subsidence risk) and, even in a conservation 
area, the difficulty in protecting all but the finest of trees from the chain saw. We need to 
recognise most gardens will not accommodate large trees, and so incentivising small tree 
(particularly fruit/nut trees) planting is likely to be most effective. We would appreciate 
more assistance in developing and carrying out the suggested list of actions: 

• Continue to comment on all planning applications involving trees. 
• Recommence the regular writing of pro-tree articles in local magazines. This has 

reduced lately since the magazine called BS6 has been set up as there seems no way of 
publishing without adverts. RCAS and Bishopston Society members receive regular 
briefings but this adds to about 5% of our NPs population. 

• Notify estate agents that BCR NP has a “Tree Strategy” so they can inform people 
moving to the area (especially into the conservation area).  

• Devise some innovative proposals to promote garden tree planting in BCR. It would 
seem that biodiversity and local food production would be strong themes. 

• Consider a local by-law (since national law for tree protection is inadequate) to protect 
larger trees for more than just their visual amenity benefit. Alternatively amend 
national law to extend tree preservation orders to trees not visible from public areas. 

• Ensure that the planting of trees that will become large is included in any car park 
proposals (e.g. supermarket car parks).  Such trees provide welcome shade and are vital 
for any dogs left in cars as well as filtering air and water pollution. 

• Promote garden planting through canvassing and leafleting. 
• To make it a condition of planning for front garden conversions that trees are planted to 

mitigate the detrimental effects. 
It should be noted that gardens are the biggest use of land, and a 10% increase in tree cover 
(from 13% to 14.3%) would lift BCR NP canopy overall by over 0.5% equating to 2 hectares.  
 
2) Street trees. Streets and pavements make up 15% of our land area and in the RCAS study 
have a 16% canopy in Cotham and Redland - likely to be less in Bishopston. Much of our 
initial effort has been focused on street trees as they are in the public realm, tree benefits 
are magnified when shading tarmac and street trees actually use little space as people walk 
and travel underneath their canopies. Our efforts have mainly focused on replacements 
because it has been very difficult to identify locations for new tree pits and trees. To our 
knowledge not one of the admittedly few local traffic schemes in our NP has planted any 
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new trees  despite a clamour to do so and even the Gloucester Rd one was replacing old and 
sick trees with new, hopefully healthy, ones.  

• We should continue to publicise the £99 replacement street tree scheme. This 
requires BCR NP to allocate an amount of well-being and/or other funds such as 
S106 or CIL to enable this to continue (see separate NP paper to that effect). 

• Residents can be quite particular about tree species and the Council should produce 
a guide as to what species are appropriate in what type of location as street trees. 

• The days of stump walkabouts are over, and residents should be encouraged to take 
the initiative in their streets and surrounds. 

• Furthermore, BCC need to update its data regarding felling and stumps and 
replanting. To date this has been woefully inaccurate but there are signs of 
improvement. 

• To consider trees as capital assets so that trees are only removed when there is 
provision for replacement. 

• We should lobby Highways Dept. to agree to a “roll back the tar” scheme where 
residents identify a former tree site that has since been covered over. We tried this 
in 2014, mainly for Edgecumbe Rd, but the BCC Tree Team was very reluctant to ask 
Highways to do this. 
The main barriers to putting in new tree pits are: services searches and the finding of 
services, so BCC is requested to put more resource into this and request services 
companies to coordinate the routes of services in new developments. And  getting 
permission from property owners who fear loss of a parking space and future tree 
trouble (e.g. loss of light or leaf litter) is difficult to obtain. 

• We feel that BCC is too risk averse and would rather fell a diseased street tree than 
look to maintain it.  

• Additionally BCC’s pollarding regime needs to be questioned. The street tree canopy 
can be more than halved by pollarding, a contention supported by tree experts “off 
the record” but who are reluctant to state this openly as they depend on BCC for 
business.  

• The incentive to fell is even worse now that BCC do not fund replacements, which is 
now seems to have become the Neighbourhood Partnership’s responsibility. As a 
result of TreeForum demands, BCC tree officers now notify Councillors of imminent 
street tree fellings (system started 1.11.14) but still does not provide the opportunity 
for alternatives to felling to be considered. 

• We propose that highways works must have trees linked to them. It seems our 
Councillors accept the word of Highways Dept. rather too much. 

Addressing the issue of street tree planting and tree maintenance could see an increase of 
30% of street trees or canopy increase from 16% to 20% in  R&C and pro rata (or better) in 
Bishopston. This would increase BCR canopy by 0.6% or some 2.5 hectares. 
 
3) Parks and allotments. Generally, Parks’ Groups are very pro tree, the RCAS survey which 
included part of Redland Green and Lovers’ Walk/Cotham Gardens found approximately a 
50% canopy cover. St Andrews Park and Horfield Common also have extensive tree planting 
programs. Indeed it seems about one third of all BCR tree cover is in parks.  
 
However, allotment holders do not entirely support increasing tree cover, particularly big 
trees, as trees block the light essential for growth of produce. Allotment tree cover in the 
RCAS study was 18% and pressures are to reduce it. The big trees have huge value, the ones 
in the valley next to Redland Green mitigate the rain water run-off and without them there 
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would be increased flood risk in and around Zetland Rd. Nevertheless it seems that trees in 
allotments will only be welcomed if they are small and bear fruit and or let through a lot of 
light e.g. birch trees.  

• We should aim to develop a “trees for allotments” strategy around community 
orchards, but also ensuring large trees are retained at northernmost margins, or 
close to streams (e.g. Redland Green allotments) where they play a role in flood 
prevention. 

10% more trees in allotments (fruit trees) increases BCR tree cover by 0.1% = 0.5 hectares. 
 
4) School grounds. The RCAS survey included two secondary schools, Redland High School 
and Redland Green School – these accounted for 6% overall of the land area. A separate 
survey was done of Cotham School. The school grounds of secondary schools are much 
larger as a ratio to the built area than for primary schools. Their separate playing fields 
weren’t analysed. The RCAS and Cotham surveys showed an average canopy of 14% with 
remarkable differences. Redland High had 30%, Cotham 15% and Redland Green with 6% (in 
2010). All these schools have a capability of having greater than 20% but there are some 
negative attitudes to trees as typified by Cotham School. The school has such a bad 
reputation for tree maintenance that even when it adopted Council land in Stoke Bishop the 
Council issued Tree Preservation Orders following a public outcry that Cotham could not be 
trusted with trees. 

• We should engage with school Governors and teachers as to the benefits of trees. 
This might be helped following PiPs, with primary school students moving up to 
secondary school. 

Tree canopy to go from 14% to 20% (40% increase) so BCR canopy up by 0.4% = 2 hectares. 
 
5) Others.  Churches are to be commended, with a 50% canopy cover. Network Rail had a 
good canopy cover but this is dropping.  
 
Overall target increase in tree canopy cover: 
Gardens – 2hectares, Streets – 2.5hectares, Allotments – 0.5hectares and Schools 2hectares 
totalling 7 hectares increase in canopy cover. This represents an increase of 1.2% or one 
quarter of the increase required to attain the 18% long term goal, and all of the increase to 
attain the short term goal of 14.2%. Therefore, by adopting these realistic targets, we would 
remain on track to attain the long-term goal of 18%. 
 
Resources: 
Council – BCC should be encouraged to provide more effective resource to support tree 
planting. The biggest barrier is identifying new sites only for Highways or Services only to 
then reject them.   

• A system needs to be developed to fast track or pre-approve areas. This requires 
support from Highways Dept.  

• Separately there needs to be better new tree maintenance following planting 
activities; such as clear stemming (to avoid buses), loosening straps and ensuring 
there is one leading stem. These are key over the first 10 years to make sure the tree 
will grow and last.  

• There is also criticism from some tree experts about BCC’s tree maintenance 
processes, and the Planning department’s seemingly unfavourable initial 
interpretation of policy BCS9, although Planning seem to be changing lately. 
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• Political support for Trees, whether these are new or replacement, and enlightened 
maintenance of existing trees needs to be consistent irrespective of the Mayor in 
office. 

• We have suggested and strongly support adding a small amount to the price of trees 
and pits say 5% to contribute towards Council resource needed to support tree 
planting. This would make it politically more difficult to cut Officer time on this 
important activity. 

• Tree planting sales orders should be visible online so residents and sponsors can see 
progress. 

• Sponsored trees need an extra level of protection or notification recognising that 
they have been paid for privately. Without this, enthusiasm for private support 
would be undermined. Treating trees as assets on a register would recognise the 
external investment.  

 
Volunteers. It would be easier to recruit volunteers if the Council issues were resolved. 
Nevertheless the process of encouraging street reps (for new and replacement trees) seems 
to be delivering some benefits, and the perception that you can do something worthwhile is 
needed to retain volunteers and expand the team. 
 
Money.  
Funding can be raised privately, providing the Council has “investment ready” policies 
(which it has not as yet), in which case organisations will help to fund tree improvements. 

• BCR NP should consider establishing our own local fund raising charity for BCR 
Trees. Individuals could lobby their employers. 

• We could offer sponsorship deals and opportunities for legacies. Combined with 
Wellbeing money, S106, CiL and grants, substantial funding should be possible. 

 
Budgets (over 10 to 15 years): 

• Garden trees: the main issue is publicity and encouragement. To plant the 2 hectares 
would be approx. 1000 small trees (fruit for example) at a cost of £10 each = £10,000. 
much of this would be privately funded with publicity and leafleting required. 

• Street trees: 10 years would mean another 200 replacements at £300 each = £60,000.  
• To expand the canopy by 2.5 hectares we would require 250 new trees that can grow 

medium to large, say 100 in grass (@£300), 100 in uncovered old pits (@£500) and 50 
in new pits (@£2,000). We estimate this would need £ 180,000, however this is offset 
by the estimated annual benefit of £25,000 based on the rule of thumb £1/m2. 

• Parks and allotments - over 10 years we would anticipate approximately 200 
replacements but these are relatively cheap to replace at around £50 each. At £10,000 
it is not unreasonable for the 4 parks groups to raise over a 10 year period, bearing in 
mind the Friends of Horfield Common have just raised £17,000 for their new trees. 
Allotments are more difficult to judge, but there is less need for replacements, 
perhaps 50 over 10 years (= £2,500) and we need to plant an extra 0.5 hectares or 250 
new trees as orchards at £20 each (=£5,000) providing allotmenteers are agreeable. 

• Trees in secondary schools – 2 hectares of small trees represents about 1,000 trees. It 
is hard to envisage that Redland Green or Cotham Schools will be able or willing to do 
this. Perhaps some orchards and big trees shading their extensive car parks would be 
appropriate, in which case an estimated £100,000 would allow for trees and pits. 
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Total investment:  
• Replacements – to keep BCR canopy at 13% = £72,500 over 10 years 
• New trees (assets) - £295,000 over 10 years (mainly streets and schools). 

Plus better Council policies will allow private fundraising and more active volunteers. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
We think this is a reasonable list of activity and action but trees need to be one of BCR NPs 
priorities and the Council needs to become “investor friendly”.  
 
 
 
 
     ------------------------- 
 
 
 
Appendix 1 
RCAS Land cover survey – trees 2010 (north part of the R&C Conservation area approx. 50 
hectares surveyed). 
 Land area Canopy Hectares (R&C) 
Gardens 35% 13% 2.3 
Roofs 20% - 0 
Streets & pavements 15% 16% 1.2 
Parks 8% 50% 2.0 
Allotments 7% 18% 0.6 
Schools 6% 14% 0.4 
Sports 5% - 0 
Churches  2% 50% 0.5 
Railway 1% na 0 
Total 100% 14% 7 out of 50 
 
Bristol City Council Tree Canopy Survey (2012 based on 2010 data) 
Bishopston Cotham  Redland BCR overall 
10% 16% 13% 13% 
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Appendix 2 – BCR NP Approved Strategy June 16, 2011 
 
Item 14 - BCR NP Tree Paper Clive Stevens, Bristol Tree Forum 
 
Recommendations: 
1. BCR NP notes the beneficial effect of having more trees and tree canopy%. We also note the 
positive resident feedback regarding trees in the area. So we confirm our desire to have 
more trees and set a long term canopy target of 18%. 
2. To do this we note the opportunities for planting more trees in the neighbourhood and 
(re)appoint our volunteer Tree Champion as part of the “Tree task group”. 
3. The NP will consider setting Trees as a “Priority” (see agenda item 11) and commits itself to a tree 
(re)planting program and to add appropriate measures for the better protection and management of 
existing trees. 
 
The benefits of having trees in urban areas are now well documented; improved public health e.g. 
asthma and better wellbeing (parks and trees are often top of residents’ want lists in the UK and BCR 
NP surveys have put trees in the top level of priorities). 
Trees also lessen the urban heat island effect, reduce and filter storm water run-off, encourage 
wildlife, provide food, cut noise etc. 
Bristol City Council as a major landowner already has a policy to increase the tree canopy cover (% 
area of land covered by tree foliage divided by the total area of land, all % figures from BCC). Indeed 
it aspires to increase the current average canopy cover of approx 12.4% to get close to 30%. This will 
be over many years.  
 
Climate change resilience is one reason that canopy % will be even more important in 30 or so years 
time. 
- Research from the UK and US shows that a 10% increase in canopy cover can reduce the peak 
temperatures during a heat-wave by 3oC and by 2050 it is expected that heat-waves like that in 
2003 will become the norm for most summers. Without adequate tree canopy coverage Bristol’s 
excess death rate (elderly persons generally) could be between 20 to 600 per summer depending on 
whether one extrapolates from the UK or French figures for 2003. 
- The Environment Agency encourage the planting of trees as a way of slowing storm water and 
reducing the risks of flash flooding, also the same trees filter waterborne pollution e.g. from oil in car 
parks. 
 
There are problems having trees in urban areas but most issues can be managed with good tree 
husbandry and appropriate street and drain cleansing procedures. Such problems are normally 
trivial compared with the overall benefits; this view has been supported in the courts, where judges 
have generally ruled that encroachment and shading complaints are just part of the everyday nature 
of life. Only where trees are a proven cause of subsidence should measures be taken. 
- blocked drains and leaf fall should be cleared more regularly. 
- fruit trees should be in suitable locations. 
- care should be taken in choice of species (e.g. pollen allergies) 
- lowest branches should be high enough to prevent trees being used as a cover for crime and to 
allow in enough light. 
- new street trees should be planted in pits with root deflection if necessary to minimise risk of 
services disturbance, subsidence and pavement lift. 
- existing trees causing problems should be managed appropriately which sometimes means 
pollarding, crown lifting or in extreme cases felling (and replanting with or a smaller tree species). 
- pollarding and epicormic (leaf growth on the trunk) should be managed better (this is a frequent 
cause of complaint) 
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It is thought (a USA study) that if these problems are managed in the long term, then the social and 
well being benefits of trees outweigh the costs of managing them by a factor of three or more. And 
this cost to benefit ratio is set to increase. 
Appendix 2 – BCR NP Approved Strategy June 16, 2011….cont’d…. 
 
The data for the BCR Neighbourhood Partnership is as follows: 
1. BCR NP Tree Canopy Cover = 13.2 % (Bristol Ave = 12.4%) 
2. Planting 890 trees (allowed to grow to a medium size = 50sqm) would add 1% to canopy cover of 
BCR. 
3. Bishopston with 10.1% is the 10th worst ward across Bristol. 
4. Redland and Cotham average 15.2% both are in the top half (since revised a little lower). 
5. The trees contributing in main to the canopy are predominantly mature and likely to decline over 
the next 30 years. Canopy % even with replacements (especially if smaller growing trees are chosen) 
may fall by upto 1% per decade without other actions. 
6. Tree planting opportunities in the NP (on council land) have been assessed and could add approx. 
0.8% to overall canopy (schools not included). This assumes a generous 50% success rate from the 
sites initially identified (many locations are not possible due to street services positions) and other 
sites may be too costly to plant. On the upside in 2011 we planted 8 trees in new locations which will 
grow large (160sqm) and will contribute 0.03%. So if we can keep this going for 30 years plus 
encourage planting in our schools and on every new development (private or public) then a 1% or 
even 2% increase might be possible. 
7. The land area of our NP is particularly small at 4.5sqkm. We live in the smallest of the 3 ward 
partnerships and it is close to the smallest of any partnership (St George’s 2 ward is 4.2sqkm). As 
there isn’t much space, the opportunities for planting in gardens and other spaces is therefore 
limited (compare with Henleaze NP at 10.5sqkm and even Clifton/Cabot at 5.6sqkm, Bristol NP’s 
average is 9.4sqkm). It is guesstimated a 2% increase might be possible over many years with the 
right encouragement for private landowners. 
 
The conclusions from this are that BCR NP is facing some major challenges, possibly unique in Bristol. 
The combination of being very small having a very mature tree stock which in Redland & Cotham 
isn’t being replaced. Bishopston has less canopy and more surface 
area so could be a location to focus effort on council and private planting (if residents want it). Such 
policies by their nature require many years to have impact but if we take the right actions and 
consistently follow them year on year then we will have done well. 
 
Targets. BCC’s aspiration of 30% cover for Bristol is pretty much impossible for BCR, 20% will be very 
tough and so it is suggested we set a target of 18% as stretching but possibly achieve-able over a 
number of years. To do this we need to incorporate better tree 
protection (where possible e.g. conservation areas) more replacement planting, more planting on 
council land, encourage the public to plant in gardens and encourage major landowners with trees 
to keep them; network rail, private schools, Church of England, 
scouts… and to take the opportunity to plant trees on new developments, private, highways etc 
where-ever possible. 
 
BCR NP has been operating a pro-tree policy since 2008. We have invested a total of £10,800 of well-
being money to replace over 50 street trees (felled and just left as stumps), to plant 8 new large 
growing trees including the King’s Drive pavement build-out and 
supported a project to subsidise new planting in front gardens (8 so far, some more planned). In 
addition many articles have been written for the local magazines, one or two for the BEP and some 
presentations all extolling the virtues of tree cover. It is hoped these 
initiatives might eventually “inspire” residents and businesses to fund tree planting too. RCAS has 
assisted its members to save many and plant another 20 or so trees including the Redland 
Roundabout Tree. 
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Appendix 3 – Council actions required: 
(Left blank at this stage) – these are detailed in the document and the idea is to summarise 
them here following discussion within BCR NP and then with the TreeForum, Assistant 
Mayor and Council Officers. 


